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We report a class of ligands that are candidates to construct metal–organic frameworks with long-range magnetic order between transition metal centres. Direct quantum chemical calculations predict Neél temperatures exceeding 100 K for the case of Mn.

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) represent a diverse collection of materials featuring both inorganic and organic motifs, arranging in highly-ordered, and often porous arrays. Their chemical diversity and porosity has been subject to research efforts in catalysis,1–4 gas storage, separation and sensing,5–7 and recently in electrically conducting devices.8–11 Beyond these popular applications, MOFs also display interesting solid-state behaviour such as disorder,12 ion conduction,13 and magnetism.14,15

Magnetism in MOFs is particularly interesting as ordered arrays of magnetically active species pose opportunity for data storage, spin-frustrated catalysis and magnetosensing.16 Reports of magnetic MOFs are becoming more frequent;17–21 notable examples are that of HKUST-1 (featuring an antiferromagnetically coupled bis-Cu(II) paddlewheels, shown in Fig. 1b)22 and many Mn(II) based MOFs.23,24 There are also an increasing number of reports on tailor-made MOFs specifically designed to achieve ferroelectric, magnetic and multiferroic behaviour.25–27

The development of ligands to exploit magnetism in hybrid materials is an active area.28,29 For example, magnetic frameworks have been obtained using N-donor heterocycles30 with polycarboxylates.31,32 Despite this progress, critical temperatures have been very low to date. While the understanding of magnetism in inorganic materials is well developed, for hybrid materials there are no design principles for obtaining high Curie ($T_C$) or Neél ($T_N$) temperatures.33

In general, magnetism in materials can be described by the coupling of individual magnetic moments through an exchange interaction ($J$). A simple example is shown in Fig. 1a (and Fig. 2), a dimer with two unpaired electrons can have two spin configurations, where $J = (E_S - E_T)/2$ is the energy difference between the singlet (S) and the triplet (T) states. If $J > 0$ the parallel spin configuration (ferromagnetic state, FM) is favoured. Conversely, the anti-parallel (antiferromagnetic state, AFM) spin configuration is favoured if $J < 0$. For example, cupric acetate dihydrate (Fig. 1a), a molecular analogue of the HKUST-1 hybrid framework, is an organometallic molecule with a range of accessible spin configurations.34,35

Fig. 1 The Cu–Cu paddlewheel exhibits an antiferromagnetic (open-shell singlet) magnetic ground-state in both the single molecule cupric acetate dihydrate, a, and the periodic metal–organic framework, HKUST-1, b. Schematic spin alignments are shown with arrows.

Fig. 2 The exchange energy, $J$, is determined by the energy difference between the singlet and the triplet states for a spin 1/2 dimer. Direct exchange is observed in spin-polarised metals in close proximity (e.g. the paddlewheel motif found in some metal–organic frameworks). Super-exchange is mediated by a diamagnetic bridging motif (e.g. the oxide ion in Mn–O–Mn).
Direct magnetic exchange only occurs when there is electronic wavefunction overlap between the two magnetic sites. In most MOFs, the metal–metal distance will be too large for this to occur. In contrast, super-exchange can be active over longer distances. Usually, metal cations are coupled through a diamagnetic anion (which we have schematically represented as a bridging motif, Fig. 2). A typical example is MnO which displays AFM order with $T_N = 118$ K.37 Each Mn(n) centre has a formal electronic configuration of $3d^5$ and the Mn–O–Mn angle is $180^\circ$ in the rocksalt structure, which are both optimal for super-exchange following the Goodenough–Kanamouri rules.36,39 Another criterion is orbital symmetry: here, the Mn $e_g$ ligand field combination effectively overlaps with the oxide $2p$ orbitals. The aim of this study is to identify an organic ligand suitable for mediating long-range super-exchange in metal–organic frameworks.

In the solid state, the exchange energy must be generalised to include factors such as the spin quantum number ($S$), the coordination number ($z$) and the site occupation ($N$):

$$J = \frac{E_{AFM} - E_{FM}}{2NS^2z}$$

This exchange energy can then be used in the standard Heisenberg Hamiltonian, from which the critical temperature is recovered within the mean field approximation (Van Vleck’s formula):40

$$T_C = \frac{2Jz}{3k_B}S(S + 1)$$

where $T_C$ is the magnetic critical temperature and $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. The underlying exchange interactions can also be qualitatively described in terms of molecular orbitals.41–43

In the HKUST-1 framework, a strong direct exchange interaction within a Cu(n)–Cu(n) motif is present, but the cupric pairs are too far apart (>8 Å) to display any long-range magnetic order. Indeed, super-exchange with carboxylates tends to occur only within the same COO head.45 For the direct interactions between the two $3d^9$ centres, an exchange constant $J = -10$ meV is calculated with an associated critical temperature of 348 K. This critical temperature is consistent with the molecular analogue copper acetate, where $T_K \sim 280$ K.

For effective super-exchange, as discussed earlier, the valence shell of the transition metal (TM) should be half-filled (e.g. the Mn(n) or Fe(n) ions), and the TM–ligand–TM angle should be close to $180^\circ$.36,39 Mn(n) is therefore an ideal metal, which readily forms metal–organic frameworks and can adopt tetrahedral or octahedral coordination environments. In MnO, the 2p atomic orbitals of a single oxide ion facilitate super-exchange, while in a metal–organic framework, the coupling must be along the molecular orbitals of the entire ligand.

An ideal ligand would have an extended $\pi$ system and feature orthogonal terminal groups. The ligands most commonly used in MOFs are either planar or have frontier orbitals localised on a central aromatic ring. However, such characteristics are embodied in oligoynes terminated in carboxylate groups, which are conjugated molecules with a helical continuous $\pi$ wavefunction.44 Their structural linearity may also allow so-called electron ‘hopping’ between metal centres. To our knowledge, there is only one example of a MOF featuring this ligand; however, it was constructed with the diamagnetic Zn(n) ion.45

Based on the considerations presented above, we have constructed a series of model systems combining Mn(n) and oligoyne dicarboxylates (Fig. 3). These one-dimensional coordination polymers are used as a model of the typical connectivity found in MOFs. In the smallest system, the Mn centres are linked by acetylene dicarboxylate (ACDC-1), which features orthogonal carboxylate motifs, and a single alkene. The system is expanded by increasing the concatenation of the alkene (i.e. the diyne and triyne are reported as ACDC-2 and ACDC-3, respectively).

Analysis of the electronic structure reveals that five highest occupied crystal orbitals, are produced by the tetrahedral crystal field splitting of the Mn d shell. This TM orbital overlap with the O p$_\pi$ produces a bonding interaction (see the ESL for plots of all frontier orbitals). The lowest unoccupied crystal orbital is ligand centred, featuring the helical topology determined by single molecule calculations of the free ligand.46 The higher energy unoccupied states are centred on the Mn–O interaction.

Due to the coordination environment, only orbitals with $t_2$ symmetry can yield electron hopping from one metal center to the other $via$ O p orbitals (i.e. providing super-exchange interactions). Moreover, it has been recently emphasised how the correct directionality is also required for crystalline orbital to be fully delocalised through a coordination polymer.46 Only the Mn d$_{xy}$ and d$_{yz}$ orbitals are active in our model system. These orbitals can combine with the helical highest molecular orbital of ACDC (Fig. 3c). The associated spin density (Fig. 4) illustrates the strong polarisation of the terminal carboxylate groups of the ligand. The changes in magnetic structure are described in Table 1; the electronic structure changes are further explored in the ESL.

As a result of the half-filled d shell of Mn, and the Pauli exclusion principle, the FM configuration is disfavoured. In the most extreme case, MnACDC-1 (Fig. 4), $\Delta E = -22$ meV, with the AFM state being favoured (i.e. $\Delta E = E_{AFM} - E_{FM}$). The strength of the interaction is remarkable given the large metal–metal separation. The associated exchange constant is $-0.86$ meV, which corresponds to a mean field $T_H$ of 117 K (Table 1) for this model system. This value is remarkably similar to the inorganic solid MnO, where the Mn–Mn separation is close to 3 Å.
The ferromagnetic (a) and antiferromagnetic (b) spin densities \((\rho^1 - \rho^1)\) of MnACDC-1 (isovalue \(3 \times 10^{-2} \text{ e Å}^{-3}\)). The ground-state magnetic configuration is AFM; note the strong polarisation of the terminal carboxylate groups and the spin contributions from the diamagnetic ligand for the AFM case.
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Table 1 Structural and magnetic parameters of MnACDC\(-n\) at the DFT-PBEsol level of theory. The metal–metal distance \((d(M–M))\) is listed in Å, the difference between AFM and FM states \((\Delta E)\) in meV, and the exchange energy \((J)\) are in meV, and the Néel temperature \((T_N)\) in K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n)</th>
<th>(d(M–M)) (Å)</th>
<th>(\Delta E) (meV)</th>
<th>(J) (meV)</th>
<th>(T_N) (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>−22</td>
<td>−0.86</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The behaviour predicted for MnACDC-1 holds true for longer oligynes, with \(J\) decreasing proportional to \(d(M–M)\). The exponential decay is characteristic of a super-exchange interaction47 (see ESI†). Examining MnACDC-2, \(d(M–M)\) increases to 11.4 Å. Similar to the monoalkyne, the same magnetic moment is calculated for Mn(II) and the AFM state is the most stable; \(\Delta E = −10\) meV and \(T_N = 51\) K. From the electronic point of view, the main difference between ACDC-1 and 2 is that the occupied orbitals are destabilised due to the longer \(\pi\) system. There is an associated reordering of the crystalline orbitals, with the ligand states occupying the higher energy frontier orbitals (see ESI†). This change shields the two metals, reducing their magnetic coupling. The effect is further enhanced for ACDC-3 where \(d(M–M)\) increases to 14 Å. Here the energy difference reduces to 5 meV, corresponding to \(T_N = 27\) K.

To demonstrate the generality of the approach, additional calculations were performed on an analogous \((n=1)\) Mn polymer with octahedral coordination \(\langle\text{via two axial water molecules}\rangle\). Here the energy difference is 19 meV, corresponding to \(T_N = 105\) K. Full details are given in the ESI†.

In summary, by considering the type of magnetic interactions that can take place in metal–organic frameworks, a series of simple rules for facilitating long-range magnetic order have been presented. We have shown that the paddlewheel motif, found in MOFs such as HKUST-1, can exhibit a strong direct exchange interaction that may later be harnessed for magnetosensing. Further, the principles of super-exchange have been used to tailor hybrid materials with high critical temperatures, comparable to magnetic oxides, even though the separation between the spin polarised metals is in excess of 8 Å. It is evident that combining extended conjugated linear organic molecules with transitions metals is an effective approach to achieve long-range hybrid super-exchange. We hope that this work will stimulate experimental efforts to synthesise three-dimensional frameworks based on these components.

**Computational details.** All calculations were performed within the solid-state quantum chemical code Quantum Espresso (version 5.0.2)48 at the density functional level of theory. The semi-local PBEsol exchange correlation functional was employed for ionic relaxation,49 using norm-conserving pseudopotentials with a cut-off of 80 Ry. Dispersion force corrections were also employed.50,51

Nine \(k\)-points along the polymer axis were generated with the Monkhorst-Pack grid.52 The force and energy thresholds were set to \(5 \times 10^{-3}\) eV and \(5 \times 10^{-4}\) eV, respectively, for geometry optimisation. The spin state of single atoms were allowed to relax during the optimisation with an SCF convergence threshold of \(1 \times 10^{-6}\) eV.

In order to test the dependence on the treatment of electron exchange and correlation, additional calculations were performed using the local LDA53 and non-local hybrid HSE06 level of theory.54 We also tested the inclusion of spin–orbit coupling, which made no notable difference to the results. A further comparison with PAW pseudopotential was also performed (see the ESI† for further details).
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16 Given that electrically conducting MOFs are rare, there is an appeal to making a device based on change in magnetism rather than voltage.


